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Approaches to Modern Chinese History

1961

preliminary material general works the ming and ch ing
dynasties the republic economic history intellectual and cultural
history reference works list of publishers index

Chinese Communist Studies of Modern
Chinese History

2018-05

a timely and solid portrait of modern china

Ten Lessons in Modern Chinese History

2020-10-20

this book is part of an initiative in cooperation with renowned
chinese publishers to make fundamental formative and
influential chinese thinkers available to a western readership
providing absorbing insights into chinese reflections of late
haipeng zhang and jinyi zhai provide us with a history of china
s struggle for national independence and prosperity reflecting
the humiliation in the sinking period and the struggle during
the rising period after the japanese aggressions against china had



caused more damage to china than all previous invasions chinese
society not only avoided the continued sinking but also laid the
foundation for china s modernization and the recent success
story to the present day

A Brief Modern Chinese History

2021-03-14

the study of modern chinese history has developed rapidly in
recent decades and has seen increased exploration of new topics
and innovative approaches resulting from a special issue of
modern chinese history studies this volume is devoted to
showcasing the healthy development of chinese modern history
studies and has already been revised twice in the original
language this three volume set exhibits major achievements in
the study of modern chinese history and shows how the role of
history has been in debate transformation and re evaluation
throughout this tortuous yet prosperous period this volume
investigates the critical movements such as the taiping heavenly
kingdom movement and the chinese people s war of resistance
against japanese aggression that contribute to the establishment
of the people s republic of china in addition it includes valuable
summaries of various perspectives in modern chinese history
studies such as the translation of overseas studies and pioneering
topics that historians have examined between 2009 and 2019 this
book will benefit scholars and students of chinese history



especially those who are interested in modern chinese history

Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese
History III

2021-03-15

the study of modern chinese history has developed rapidly in
recent decades and has seen increased exploration of new topics
and innovative approaches resulting from a special issue of
modern chinese history studies this set is devoted to showcasing
the healthy development of chinese modern history studies and
has already been revised twice in the original language this
three volume set exhibits major achievements on the study of
modern chinese history and shows how the role of history was
in debate transformation and re evaluation throughout this
tortuous yet prosperous period articles on 23 different topics are
collected from over 30 prominent historians in order to
represent their insights on the developmental paths of chinese
historical studies drawing on a large number of case studies of
critical historical events that contribute to the establishment of
the people s republic of china this set offers a panoramic view on
the studies of modern chinese history in addition it incorporates
more pioneering topics such as intellectual history cultural
history and translations of overseas studies on contemporary
chinese history this book will be a valuable reference for



scholars and students of chinese history

Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese
History

2017-10-03

unlike other texts on modern chinese history which tend to be
either encyclopedic or too pedantic revolution and its past is
comprehensive but concise focused on the most recent
scholarship and written in a style that engages students from
beginning to end the third edition uses the theme of identities
of the nation itself and of the chinese people to probe the vast
changes that have swept over china from late imperial times to
the early twenty first century in so doing it explores the range
of identities that china has chosen over time and those that
outsiders have attributed to china and its people showing how as
china rapidly modernizes the issue of chinese identity in the
modern world looms large

Revolution and Its Past

2016

while there are a great many books that deal with chinese
history as a whole or with modern chinese history in the
twentieth century or thematically e g revolution economics etc



this book deals with a broad narrative introductory but detailed
of the period starting with the qing dynasty 1644 1912 and takes
it to the present the narrative arc begins with imperial china s
greatest extent of wealth and power traces it through its
downward spiral and ultimate demise and follows its revolutions
civil wars invasions radical political interlude and rise once again
to world prominence provided by publisher

Patterns of Modern Chinese History

2015-04-21

rereading modern chinese history is a collection of short essays
on aspects of the history of the qing dynasty a regime
dominated by manchus that ruled china from 1644 to 1911 using
sources from that period and earlier it addresses key themes on
the nature of qing rule these include the defeat by the british in
the opium wars the twin track administration of manchus and
han chinese the rise of chinese military leaders in southern
china the purchase of office and endemic corruption the
challenge of the taiping heavenly kingdom and the failure of
political reform there are new insights on all the qing emperors
and the empress dowager cixi who ruled china between 1861
and 1908



Rereading Modern Chinese History

2020-10-29

the study of modern chinese history has developed rapidly in
recent decades and has seen increased exploration of new topics
and innovative approaches resulting from a special issue of
modern chinese history studies this volume is devoted to
showcasing the healthy development of chinese modern history
studies and has already been revised twice in the original
language this volume exhibits major achievements on the study
of modern chinese history and shows how the role of history
was in debate transformation and re evaluation throughout this
tortuous yet prosperous period articles on eight different topics
are collected from 11 prominent historians in order to represent
their insights on the developmental paths of chinese historical
studies drawing on a large number of case studies of critical
historical events such as the founding of the communist party of
china and the may 4th movement this volume reflects on
economic history and military history while moving on to
explore more pioneering topics such as intellectual history and
cultural history this book will be a valuable reference for
scholars and students of chinese history



Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese
History I

2020-10-29

the study of modern chinese history has developed rapidly in
recent decades and has seen increased exploration of new topics
and innovative approaches resulting from a special issue of
modern chinese history studies this volume is devoted to
showcasing the healthy development of chinese modern history
studies and has already been revised twice in the original
language this volume exhibits major achievements on the study
of modern chinese history and shows how the role of history
was in debate transformation and re evaluation throughout this
tortuous yet prosperous period articles on seven different topics
are collected from over ten prominent historians in order to
represent their insights on the developmental paths of chinese
historical studies drawing on a large number of case studies of
critical historical events such as imperial china and the chinese
workers movement this volume sets out to explore topics such
as the history of sino foreign relations as well as the history of
workers movements and youth movements this book will be a
valuable reference for scholars and students of chinese history



Contemporary Studies on Modern Chinese
History II

2003-08

what is chinese about china s modern state this book proposes
that the state we see today has developed over the past two
centuries largely as a response to internal challenges emerging
from the late empire well before the opium war chinese
confronted such constitutional questions as how does the scope of
political participation affect state power how is the state to secure
a share of society s wealth in response to the changing demands
of the age this agenda has been expressed in changing language
yet because the underlying pattern remains recognizable the
modernization of the state in response to foreign aggression can
be studied in longer perspective the author offers three concrete
studies to illustrate the constitutional agenda in action how the
early nineteenth century scholar activist wei yuan confronted
the relation between broadened political participation and
authoritarian state power how the reformist proposals of the
influential scholar feng guifen were received by mainstream
bureaucrats during the 1898 reform movement and how fiscal
problems of the late empire formed a backdrop to agricultural
collectivization in the 1950s in each case the author presents the
modern constitutional solution as only the most recent answer to
old chinese questions the book concludes by describing the



transformation of the constitutional agenda over the course of
the modern period

Origins of the Modern Chinese State

2023-02-15

let s take a look at the past 120 years of chinese history from the
country s start as a backward struggling empire in the late 19th
century to a totalitarian communist superpower the radical
transformation of china from a dynastic monarchy to a dominant
global communist regime is very compelling for readers of all
ages and interests and this book tells the history of the most
important developments during this period filled with
ideological and intellectual struggles internal divisions and civil
wars conflicts with foreign nations and influential changes
throughout the 20th century modern chinese history promises
to be an interesting read throughout the book you will learn
about the following the collapse of the qing dynasty in early
20th century china influential characters from the early days of
the chinese republic events that shaped the first thirty years of
the 20th century in china and eventually led to the first united
front the rise of communism and the formation of the ccp the
impact of world war ii japanese occupation and the chinese civil
war mao zedong the communist victory and the fleeing of the
nationalist government to the island of taiwan the formation of
the people s republic of china and the socioeconomic policies of



the 1950s the great leap forward and its results for the chinese
people the cultural revolution mao s death and the development
of the country from the late 1970s and much much more scroll
up and click the add to cart button to begin learning about
modern china

Modern China

1991

china s transformation in the last few decades has been perhaps
the most remarkable and most controversial development in
modern history barely a century removed from the struggling
and outdated qing empire china has managed to reinvent itself
on an unprecedented scale from empire to communist state to
hybrid capitalist superpower yet the full implications of china s
rapid march to modernity are not widely understood
particularly the effects of china s meteoric rise on the nation s
many ethnic minorities china a modern history is the definitive
guide to this complex contemporary phenomenon deng
xiaoping s 1980s policy of reform and opening which saw china
enter the world market is only the most recent in a series of
dramatic shifts that have transformed chinese society over the
past 150 years china a modern history explores these contrasts in
detail while also highlighting the enduring values which have
informed chinese identity for millennia michael dillon s china a
modern history is essential reading for those interested in the



past present and future course of one of the world s great nations
clearly and compellingly written this will stand as the best
introduction to this spectacular and still unfinished story

The Revolution of 1911

2010-07-30

wu tingfang 1842 1922 was a contemporary of li hongzhang
yuan shikai hei and sun yixian sun yat sen all of whom were
involved in china s attempt at reform and modernization in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries during his time wu was a
prominent political figure participating actively in public
service and political activities in hong kong shanghai and
guangzhou this book is a biography of wu and sheds considerable
light on a crucial period in chinese history

China

1992-08-01

the chinese language spoken by over one billion people has
undergone drastic changes over the past century this book
presents a comprehensive and up to date account of the
development of chinese from the late 19th century onwards



Wu Tingfang (1842-1922)

1999

first published in 1961 and reissued in new editions several
times this is the pioneering classic study of 20th century chinese
fiction the book covers some 60 years from the literary
revolution of 1917 through the cultural revolution of 1966 76 c t
hsia prof emeritus of chinese at columbia univ examines the
major writers from lu hsun to eileen chang and representative
works since 1949 from both mainland china and taiwan the first
serious study of modern chinese fiction in english this book is
also the best study of its subject available not only the specialist
but every reader who is interested in china or in literature will
find it of interest hsia s astute insights and graceful writing
make the book enjoyable as well as deeply edifying

Modern Chinese

1999-11-22

this work offers the first systematic analysis of writings on
modern chinese history by historians in china from the early
twentieth century to the present it traces the construction of
major interpretive schemes the evolution of dominant historical
narratives and the unfolding of debates on the most controversial
issues in different periods placing history writing in the context



of political rivalry and ideological contestation huaiyin li
explicates how the historians dedication to faithfully
reconstructing the past was compromised by their commitment
to an imagined trajectory of history that fit their present day
agenda and served their needs of political legitimation
beginning with an examination of the contrasting narratives of
revolution and modernization in the republican period the book
scrutinizes changes in the revolutionary historiography after
1949 including its disciplinization in the 1950s and early 1960s
and radicalization in the rest of the mao era it further
investigates the rise of the modernization paradigm in the
reform era the crises of master narratives since the late 1990s
and the latest development of the field central to the author s
analysis is the issue of truth and falsehood in historical
representation li contends that both the revolutionary and
modernization historiographies before 1949 reflected historians
lived experiences and contained a degree of authenticity in
mirroring the historical processes of their own times in sharp
contrast both the revolutionary historiography of the maoist era
and the modernization historiography of the reform era were
primarily products of historians ideological commitment which
distorted and concealed the past no less than revealed it in search
of a more effective approach to rewriting modern chinese
history reinventing modern china proposes a within time open
ended perspective which allows for different directions in
interpreting the events in modern china and views modern



chinese history as an unfinished process remaining to be defined
as the country entered the twenty first century

A History of Modern Chinese Fiction,
Third Edition

2012

a vivid account of chinese intellectuals across the twentieth
century that provides a guide to making sense of china today

Modern Chinese History

2012-10-31

modern chinese history provides a concise narrative of chinese
history from the period 1644 to the present it can easily
supplement any history international studies cultural studies or
asian studies course it can also provide valuable background
information necessary to understand contemporary chinese
politics society and economics general readers wanting quickly
to understand the collapse of imperial china and the rise of
communism will welcome this eminently readable text



Reinventing Modern China

2015

china the world s oldest and most populous state remains an
enigma to most people in the west even at a time when that
country is playing an increasingly prominent role on the
international stage at the heart of modern chinese history have
been the efforts of the chinese people to transform their polity
into a modern nation state the confucian orthodoxy into an
ideology that can help direct that process and an agrarian
economy into an industrial one these efforts are ongoing and of
great importance this book is both an introduction to the major
features of modern chinese history and a resource for
researchers interested in virtually any topic relating to the
chinese experience of the last 220 years this valuable reference
contains a historical narrative providing a comprehensive
overview of five core aspects of chinese history domestic politics
society the economy the world of culture and thought and
relations with the outside world a compendium of 250 short
descriptive articles on key figures events and terms a resource
guide containing approximately 500 annotated entries for the
most authoritative sources for further research in english as well
as descriptions of important films depicting modern china and a
guide to electronic resources and appendices including a
chronology excerpts from key primary source documents and a
wealth of tables and graphs on demographic social and economic



trends

The Intellectual in Modern Chinese
History

2020-07-31

concentrates on the main currents of modern chinese and
japanese history from the seventeenth century to the present
balances social and political facets as well as far eastern thought
religion and the arts

Modern Chinese History

2000-08-05

chinese modern history chronicles the events that occurred
from 1840 to 1949 and the many important figures who changed
the fate of modern china

The Columbia Guide to Modern Chinese
History

1971

the concise comprehensive guide to the modern chinese nation



this new single volume reference on the modern chinese nation
deftly chronicles the broad expanse of chinese history surveying
not only this superpower s complex culture and politics but the
numerous societal revolutions that transformed a pre industrial
nation into a superpower here is an informative and fascinating
account that begins with imperial china and leads into the
opium war the taiping uprising the civil war and the
communist victory mao s socialist transformation and many
other political economic and social events critical to
understanding modern china writing about the most current
information gathered from years of study and research dr e
leung offers a fresh and compelling approach to the history of
today s china this handy pocket guide is the essential reference
for any student or enthusiast of modern china

Readings in Modern Chinese History

1982

this book explores how fieldwork has been used to research
chinese history in the past and new ways that others might use
in it the future it introduces the previous generations of scholars
who ventured out of the archive to conduct local investigations
in chinese cities villages farms and temples it goes on to present
the techniques of historical fieldwork providing guidance on
how to integrate oral history into research plans and archival
research conduct interviews and locate sources in the field



chapters by established researchers relate these techniques to
specific types of fieldwork including religion the imperial past
natural environments and agriculture combining the past and
the future of the craft the book provides a rich resource for
scholars coming new to fieldwork in the history of china

Modern China and Japan

2012-01-01

gender and sexuality have been neglected topics in the history
of chinese civilization despite the fact that philosophers writers
parents doctors and ordinary people of all descriptions have left
reams of historical evidence on the subject moreover china s late
imperial government was arguably more concerned about
gender and sexuality among its subjects than any other pre
modern state sexual desire and sexual activity were viewed as
innate human needs essential to bodily health and well being
and universal marriage and reproduction served the state by
supplying tax paying subjects duly bombarded with propaganda
about family values how did these and other late imperial
legacies shape twentieth century notions of gender and
sexuality in modern china in this wonderfully written and
enthralling book susan mann answers that question by focusing
in turn on state policy ideas about the physical body and notions
of sexuality and difference in china s recent history from
medicine to the theater to the gay bar from law to art and sports



more broadly the book shows how changes in attitudes toward
sex and gender in china during the twentieth century have cast
a new light on the process of becoming modern while
simultaneously challenging the universalizing assumptions of
western modernity

Modern Chinese History 1840-1949

2005-07-15

now in a fully updated edition this accessible text provides a
balanced history of modern china in a global context the authors
focus especially on china s culture warfare and immediate
neighbors and provide a unique comparative approach to bridge
the cultural divide separating chinese history from western
readers trying to understand it

Essentials of Modern Chinese History

2012

this book studies all aspects of chinese history from the very
beginning to date it is written in very easy language and lucid
style it depicts as to how china has become one of the most
dominant powers of the world the book highlights chinese
culture its religion its view of war and military its attitudes
towards other cultures and the development of society from



prehistoric to modern times role of communist party of china
basic features of constitution of china and details of communist
rule of china have been given in detail the topics covered are a
brief survey of chinese history its educational system career
political ideas of mao tse tung sino soviet relations before and
after indo china border conflict china s relations with u s a and
western powers and with third world countries and u n o sino
indian relations and tibet china after mao and china s 21st
century progress and development position of present china and
its comparison with india taiwan and its relation with macao and
hong kong thus this book will prove very useful for students of
b a hons and m a and for various competitive examinations and
for general readers

The Revolution of 1911

1972

this book is the only comprehensive book on modern china s
intellectual history

Modern Chinese History

1956



Modern Chinese History

1927

Modern Chinese History

1967

Approaches to Modern Chinese History

2019-11-19

Fieldwork in Modern Chinese History

1959

A History of the Modern Chinese
Revolution

2011-09-19



Gender and Sexuality in Modern Chinese
History

2019-01-29

Modern China

2004

History of Modern China

1986

Topics in Modern Chinese History

2002-05-16

An Intellectual History of Modern China

1990
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